Cutting-Circle
with Angel-Combi-Symbols by Ingrid Auer

Photo or
name of person

Tip:
We recommend to enlarge and laminate
the pattern before use.

Photo or
name of person

Instruction:
Think of a burdening situation (person). With the help of a pendulum or the muscle test find out which 15 Angel-Combi-Symbols you need for the cutting circle. You
can also decide intuitively. Put the Angel-Combi-Symbols on the eight circles that have been sketched out and read the corresponding affirmations carefully. Put your
photo or a piece of paper with your name in the middle of one circle. In the other circle put the photo or name of the person you want to sort out a problem. If you
want to deal with a situation, write it down and use it instead of the photo. Leave the symbols until the situation has changed / improved. You can lay another cutting
circle afterwards.

Cutting-Circle
with Angel-/Master-Symbols by Ingrid Auer

Photo or
name of person

Tip:
We recommend to enlarge and laminate
the pattern before use.

Photo or
name of person

Instruction:
Think of a burdening situation (person). With the help of a pendulum or the muscle test you find out which 15 Angel-/Master-Symbols you need for your cutting-circle
or decide intuitively. Put down the 15 Angel-/Master-Symbols in the shape of an eight and read the affirmations carefully. Put your photo or a sheet of paper with your
name in the centre of one circle. Put the photo or the name of the person you want to clear a situation with, in the other circle. If you are dealing with a situation, write
it down on a sheet of paper and place it in the second circle instead of the photo. Leave the symbols until the situation has changed/improved. You can lay another
cutting-circle afterwards.

